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CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS

The Florida Writer

We welcome submissions to The Florida Writer from members of the Florida Writers Association. Share
news about your accomplishments or your creative writing with more than 1,300 subscribers.

What to Submit

How to Submit

Celebrations

•

Deadline for the August issue is 7/1/15

•

Send all submissions in doc format as an email
attachment. Please do not embed your submission’s text within the email message.

Let’s celebrate your writing successes together.
Marking a milestone in your writing career?
Members who have good news to share about
their writing-related accomplishments should send
announcements for publication.
• Write a one-paragraph announcement in third
person
• Type “Celebrations” in the subject line of your
submission email
• One entry per issue per person
• Maximum word count: 100

•

Deadline for the October issue is 9/1/15

•

Include your name and contact information
within the attachment

•

You may include one headshot or a photo of
the front cover of your book to accompany your
entry, but it is not required. The image file must
be high resolution, 300 ppi, jpg format, and
sent as an attachment. Please don’t send embedded images.

Paragraphs

We publish selected creative writing by members
who respond to a prompt. Prose, poetry, and
excerpts from larger works that can stand alone are
all welcome.
• Type “Paragraphs” in the subject line of your
submission email
• One entry per person per issue
• Maximum word count for prose: 700
• Maximum line count for poetry: 50
Prompt for the August 2015 issue: Choose a place
that has special meaning, a place you can see clearly.
It can be indoors or outdoors, a place you have
visited, one you can’t visit anymore, or one you make
up. Write a piece using all three of these elements:
1. A specific place
2. A moment in time when things changed
3. A character in action
(Inspired by A Field Guide to Writing Flash Nonfiction, edited by Dinty W. Moore.)

Prompt for the October 2015 issue: Write about
someone who stumbles upon an abandoned object
that is oddly out of place. Perhaps a wedding ring
is spotted dangling from a tree branch, or a stack of
family photographs is found stuffed in a handbag for
sale at a thrift store. Does the person recognize this
item? Does he or she keep it or try to find the owner?
Make the discovery an integral part of your piece.
(Inspired by writing prompts on the Poets & Writers website, pw.org)
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•

To be eligible for publication, you must be a
member of the Florida Writers Association

•

Before hitting the “send” button, please double
check to be sure your entry meets all the requirements and is as free of typos and other
errors as possible

•

Email your submission to tfw@floridawriters.net

Advertise in The Florida Writer
•
•
•
•

Affordable rates, discounted for members
Color ads accepted at no additional charge
Need help to create an ad? We can put you
in touch with a designer.
For rates, specs, and deadlines, contact
tfw@floridawriters.net

Editor’s Notes
Favorite Books for Writers
Mary Ann de Stefano
Editor

M

y office shelves are overflowing with books about
writing—some of the tools of my trade as a writer
and editor. I keep them alongside my grandfather’s
antique carpentry tools. Here are some of my favorites.
I’ve come to believe that all good writing advice makes
good life advice, too. Anne Lamott figured this out way
before I did. In Bird by Bird: Some Instructions on Writing
and Life, she guides us through the frustration, angst,
and joy associated with being a writer, and she does it by
exposing her own inner life and overlaying everything
with humor.
Gem: “I know some very great writers, writers you
love who write beautifully and have made a great deal of
money, and not one of them sits down routinely feeling
wildly enthusiastic and confident. Not one of them writes
elegant first drafts. All right, one of them does, but we do
not like her very much.”
I recommend Self-Editing for Fiction Writers: How to
Edit Yourself into Print by Renni Browne and Dave King
more frequently than any other writing book. Focusing
on mechanics of style including dialogue, point of view,
showing versus telling, voice, and more, its explanations
are crystal clear and illustrated with examples. To
reinforce what you’re learning, each chapter includes a
checklist you can apply to your work in progress and
exercises to test your understanding.
Gem: “As you read, be on the lookout for places where
you are tempted to change the wording. Give in to this
temptation whenever you can.”
The Artful Edit: On the Practice of Editing Yourself
by Susan Bell is a beautifully-written exploration of
editing—part guide, part inspiration. Instruction,
checklists, and exercises focus on the nitty-gritty. But Bell
also uses correspondence between F. Scott Fitzgerald and
his editor Max Perkins and drafts of The Great Gatsby to
illustrate subtle aspects of the editing process.
Gem: “But to edit is to listen, above all; to hear past
the emotional filters that distort the sound of our all too
human words; and to then make choices rather than

judgments. As we read our writing, how can we learn to
hear ourselves better?”
With chapter titles such as “The Comma (the Speed
Bump)” and “The Paragraph and Section Break (the
Stoplight and the Town Line),” you just know A Dash
of Style: The Art and Mastery of Punctuation by Noah
Lukeman is not the typical guide about punctuating for
correctness. Written by a literary agent and chock full of
exercises, this book opens the writer up to the creative
possibilities punctuation offers.
Gem: “There is an underlying rhythm to all text.
Sentences crash and fall like the waves of the sea, and
work unconsciously on the reader. Punctuation is the
music of language.”
The War of Art: Break Through the Blocks & Win Your
Inner Creative Battle by Steven Pressfield is the classic
book about creative blocks. Pick it up, flip to any page,
and you’ll find a pithy message about the internal foes we
all battle along with some golden encouragement.
Gem: “This is the other secret that real artists know
and wannabe writers don’t. When we sit down each day
and do our work, power concentrates around us. The
Muse takes note of our dedication. She approves. We
have earned favor in her sight. When we sit down and
work, we become like a magnetized rod that attracts iron
filings. Ideas come. Insights accrete.”
Warning! Sometimes reading about writing is just
another way to avoid doing the work. The real learning
comes from the writing and revision we do, not from some
how-to book. In writing, as in life, I find it much more
educational, productive, and fun to just do something,
try, experiment—and read the manual afterwards. 1
Mary Ann de Stefano is the editor of The Florida Writer and
MAD’s Monday Muse. She is an independent editor with 30+ years
experience in publishing and consulting. Besides working one-toone with writers who are developing books, she organizes writing
workshops and designs author websites. Mary Ann does business
at MAD about Words, named as a play on her initials and love for
writing. Visit madaboutwords.com
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NEWS IN BRIEF
Mark Your Calendar
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
President Chrissy Jackson
Executive Vice President Jade Kerrion
VP Administration & Membership Larry Kokko
VP Finance Robyn Weinbaum
Director Emerita Chris Coward
BOARD MEMBERS
Bria Burton
Chris Holmes
John Hope
Cheyenne Knopf
Larry J. Leech II
Joanne Lewis
Eugene Orlando
Mary Lois Sanders
Elaine Senecal
Tom Swartz
•••

REGIONAL DIRECTORS
Northwest Chrissy Jackson
Northeast Vic DiGenti
Central East Veronica Hart
Central West Larry Kokko
Central Andrew (AJ) Robinson
Central Tom Swartz
Treasure Coast Virginia "Gini" Nygard
Palm Beach County Caryn Devincenti
Southeast Jade Kerrion
Nevada & Washington Eugene Orlando
YOUTH WRITERS PROGRAM
Statewide Coordinators
Serena Schreiber & Kristen Stieffel
FOUNDERS
Glenda Ivey; Vicki M. Taylor;
K.A. Morgan; Kristina O’Donnelly;
Weslynn McAllister; Jennifer Curington
RESOURCES
Main Website: floridawriters.net
Networking: fwanetwork.ning.com
Questions: ContactUs@floridawriters.net
4
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CONFERENCES
June 27, 2015
3rd Annual Nonfiction Writers Mini-Conference
Altamonte Springs, FL
October 15, 2015
8th Annual Florida Writers Foundation
Celebrity Workshop
Altamonte Springs FL
October 15-18, 2015
14th Annual Florida Writers Conference
Altamonte Springs FL
October 17, 2015
3rd Annual Florida Writers Youth Conference
Altamonte Springs FL
Times Are Changing at the event of the season—the
Annual Florida Writers Conference. This year, we are
in a brand new hotel, and this new space is allowing us
to stretch our legs, making our conference better than
ever!
We have more rooms, more workshops, more panels,
and more New York Times Bestselling authors than ever
before. We even have an all day session on writing a
realistic crime scene.
Visit floridawriters.net for the details.

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
Each year we are proud to honor the memory of Kaye
Coppersmith by recognizing one member out of the
hundreds of members who embody the motto of the
Florida Writers Association “Writers Helping Writers.”
For her kindness, support, and warm encouragement to
both seasoned and new members, Kaye will always be
remembered as the welcoming arms of the FWA.
Any member can nominate another member for the
award. A committee reviews submissions and topranking entries are submitted to the Board of Directors
for blind judging. The winner is announced at the Florida
Writers Conference in October. The nomination form
can be found on floridawriters.net

President’s Notes
What Does FWA Mean to You?
Chrissy Jackson
President

W

hat does the Florida Writers Association (FWA)
mean to you? Is it connections? Is it the opportunity
to network? Is it the chance to pitch to agents/publishers
at the annual conference? Is it the local Critique Group?
Is it your local Writers Group? Is it the faculty who
present the mini-conferences? Is it the speakers who
come to your local meetings? Is it the faculty at the
annual conference? Is it the free members-only short
story contest that culminates in the publication of a new
Collections each year? Is it the members-only Royal
Palm Literary Awards Competition, which provides you
with written feedback on your entry from at least two
judges with an opportunity to win in your genre? Is it the
genre-only breakfasts at the annual conference, which
allow you to talk with other writers of your genre?
No matter what FWA means to you—and it may be
something not even listed here—there are over 1,300
people who agree that FWA brings value to their lives.
Our members hail from twenty-three states and three
countries; they are published and yet-to-be-published
writers of all genres, agents, illustrators, editors,
publishers, marketing experts, writing coaches, workshop
leaders, graphic artists, bloggers, and some who just enjoy
the creative juices that flow at meetings and gatherings.
While most FWA members are based in Florida, they
are joined by others who see value over the distances. If
you are an out-of-state member or a member who lives in
a remote area of Florida, you can start a Writers Group in
your area. Anyone, anywhere can bring writers together
to continue the journey, which doesn't have to be solitary.
And, FWA Network (a private social network exclusive
for FWA members) is a free member benefit that allows
private groups to be set-up—so you can have a private
Critique Group online, which no one can access unless
you invite them to join. Great for sharing manuscripts
and online collaborative efforts.
FWA provides member services and benefits through
an all-volunteer board and officers, plus literally a
hundred other volunteers throughout the state. Regional
Directors, Writers Group Leaders, Critique Group
Leaders, Youth Writers Group Leaders, Youth Writers
State Coordinators, Conference Chairpersons, and

Dedicated Volunteers plus many others work behind
the scenes to make everything happen. If you’d like to
be involved in some of these events, please complete
and submit the volunteer form at floridawriters.net/
membership/volunteer/.
Another big member benefit is this magazine, now
published six times a year. Yes, it is a new format. It is in
color. It is up to you how you view it. I still have much to
learn about technology, so I asked Mary Ann de Stefano,
the editor/publisher of our magazine for the last several
years, how to get the maximum benefit out of the new
format. Here is her answer: “The user is in control of
the view. When you open the PDF, check the menus at
the top of the page and see what’s there. You can set it
to view pages side-by-side. You can also specify various
ways of navigating the pages and even see the magazine
full screen. Experiment with the various views to see
what works best for you.”
Wow! After experimenting a little, I find I like the
new version better than the printed one. For one thing,
I just love all the color. I also love that FWA members
now have six opportunities each year to share their
accomplishments with all of us, and an equal number of
chances to have their short works published. And, just
between us, let me share with you that my resolve to
print it out and read it never materialized, because, after
following her advice, it was so easy and convenient to
read online—maybe in bits and pieces, stops and starts,
but nevertheless, online. Maybe you can teach an old dog
new tricks.
Progress is defined not only as doing things differently,
but doing things better. The publishing world in general
is way ahead of the curve with digital publishing.
The times, they are a-changin’… are you? 1
At the age of three, Chrissy Jackson received a little red plastic-covered
rocker and two books for Christmas. That was the beginning of her love affair
with words. She joined FWA in 2004, was elected vice president in 2005, and
became president in 2009. Email: chrissyj@floridawriters.net
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CLEARLY LEGAL

DMCA Does Not Mean “Dairy
Milk Cows Association!”
by Anne Dalton, Esquire

W

hat do you do when you write that terrific short
story, poem, or paragraph from your upcoming
memoir and a good friend tells you that it has appeared
on someone else’s website?
Call in the DMCA!
DMCA stands for “Digital Millennium Copyright
Act,” which technically is Section 512 of United States
Code Title 17.
This is how it works. Your first task is to find the
URL (web page address) for the thieving website. Next,
you plug that URL into the search function of another
website: whoishostingthis.com. You will discover the
name of the Internet Service Provider (ISP) hosting the
thieving website. Then go to the ISP’s website to find
the ISP’s DMCA contact agent and contact information.
The ISP is required by United States law to post this
information.
The next step is to send the contact agent an email or
hard copy letter to tell them to “take down” your material.
This is “the take-down letter.” I generally write a letter on
letterhead, scan the signed copy into my computer, and
email that to the ISP contact. I mail a copy by regular
mail as well.
What needs to be in the notice? Your letter must:
1. Clearly identify your work which is being infringed
by this website owner
2. Identify all the locations on the website where the
stolen material is being held
3. State that you are affirming that the information in
your notification is accurate, and, under penalty
of perjury, that you are authorized to act as owner
of an exclusive copyright that is being infringed
4. State that you have a good faith belief that use
of the material by the infringer in the manner you
are complaining about is not authorized by you as
copyright owner, your agent, or the law
5. Contain your contact information, including your
name, address, email address, and telephone
number
6. Be signed by you

The ISP is required to take down the offending
material(s) from that website. In my experience, the ISP
takes down the material immediately. Why are they so
prompt in following your wishes? Because they have
immunity from liability if they take this action.

What do you do when you
write that terrific short
story, poem, or paragraph
from your upcoming
memoir appears on
someone else’s website?
Generally, the ISP does not have any interest in
the content of the website, so their main focus is to
keep themselves from being harmed. They also have
immunity from liability to the other person in case the
work is ultimately determined not to be a copyright
infringement for some reason.
Remember, though, that this is part of the United
States copyright law and the take-down notice does not
work throughout the world.
The good news is that you do not have to file your
copyright with the Copyright Office to utilize this means
of retrieving your original work! 1
Anne Dalton, Esquire, has provided business and personal legal
services to American creatives for 38 years and currently is the
general counsel to the Florida Writers Association as well as many
and varied arts organizations. She is licensed in Florida, New York,
and Pennsylvania. Her credentials can be viewed at daltonlegal.com.
Contact Anne at adalton@daltonlegal.com.
Comments contained in this article are informational
only and do not constitute legal advice.
Anne Dalton, Esq. will lead three workshops at the
Florida Writers Conference this October.
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This is the second installment of our series about independent Florida publishers.

YellowJacket Press:
Supporting Emerging
& Established Poets in Florida
by Peter M. Gordon

"I

'm a native of Tampa, and I created YellowJacket
Press (YJP) to celebrate Florida writers," said
Gianna Russo, Founding Editor and guiding light behind
the press. In 2015 YJP celebrates its tenth anniversary
of publishing Florida poets in simple, yet beautiful,
individually designed chapbooks.
Over the years YJP has published poets from Miami to
Jacksonville and points in the panhandle, including three
Florida regional Poets Laureate: Mary Jane Ryals (Big
Bend), Peter Meinke (St. Petersburg), and James Tokley
(Hillsborough County).
YJP’s mission is written front and center on its website.
The press “supports emerging and established poets in
Florida with an annual chapbook contest, chapbook
publications, and public readings. YellowJacket Press
creates a means for poets to share and promote their work
and nurtures a sense of community among poets and
audiences across the state.”
Russo has worked as a poet, writer, editor, and teacher
in Florida for almost thirty years and won numerous
awards and fellowships during her career. Her poetry
has appeared in Tampa Review, Crab Orchard Review,
The Florida Review, and The MacGuffin, among other
places. Her full-length poetry collection, Moonflower, was
published by Kitsune Books in 2011. She also serves as a
resource for nonprofits and other groups looking to find
Florida poets to read, and took an active interest in the
Poet Laureate nomination process.
Russo is a published poet, but she did not launch
YJP in 2005 as an outlet for her own work. She started the
press as a teaching tool for her creative writing students at
8
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the Blake School, a public arts magnet high school in the
Tampa area, because she wanted to give her students the
opportunity to edit and produce a professional magazine.
She thought a magazine would also enable her students
to have contact with local authors and give poets a reason
to visit the school. She taught many different types of
creative writing, but poetry was her first love.
When Russo left the Blake School in 2007 to take a
job as a grant writer with a museum, she took YJP with
her. No one at the school objected; they didn't have
the same passion Russo had for publishing. At first she
tried to do everything herself—read submissions, edit,
print, and market the books—and quickly found herself
overwhelmed. She thought the best way to get the help
she needed was to make the press a nonprofit company
and rely on volunteers to share the load. In early 2009 she
recruited an advisory board, received her nonprofit status,
and has operated this way ever since.
Its nonprofit status allows YJP to accept tax-deductible
contributions and rely on volunteers to support its
mission. Russo says this about their books: "Everything
is handmade. There is no way we could have YellowJacket
Press without volunteers."
Each year Russo publishes two chapbooks, promotes
two major readings and five to six smaller events around
the Tampa area, and takes a major role at the Other Words
Conference in St Augustine.
Russo plans to celebrate YJP’s tenth anniversary
by publishing its first anthology. The book will feature
work by the thirty Florida poets the press has published,
along with other supporters. The book will be edited by

acclaimed Florida poets Silvia Curbelo and Gregory
Byrd and was still being compiled as this article went to
press. YJP is looking for $4500 to fund the project via an
indiegogo.com campaign. Money raised will pay for the
book's publication and enable YJP to offer honoraria to
their poets. Russo plans to launch the tenth anniversary
anthology with a reading on the first night of the Other
Words Conference in November.
YellowJacket Press publishes poetry chapbooks
exclusively. Each chapbook generally includes 20 pages
of poetry and four pages of titles, acknowledgement, and
author information. They accept submissions only during
the reading period for their annual contests. They read for
the Florida Poet prize from October 1 to December 1
each year and in June and July they read entries for a prize
honoring St. Petersburg Poet Laureate Peter Meinke. The
Florida Poet winner receives a $200 prize and 30 copies of
their chapbook. The Meinke Prize winner receives $100
and 30 copies of their chapbook. Contest winners also
have the opportunity to purchase more chapbooks at cost.
Russo likes to announce the Florida Poet prizewinner in
March and Meinke prizewinner in September.
YJP only publishes Florida poets. The press does not
currently accept electronic submissions; all submissions
must be on paper. Russo prefers hard copies because she
"feels it's important to touch the poems. I also don't like
to sit and read on electronic screens." Advisory Board
volunteers spend hundreds of hours reading manuscripts,
preparing the winning entries for publication, marketing
the books and readings, and performing all the day-today tasks required in running small press. Russo said that
board members generally serve a term of two years, but
some have been with the press longer. She tries to find
board members work that suits their talents.
Russo said that she and the readers prefer these
characteristics in a winning chapbook:
• Narrative poetry that tells a story over lyric poetry
• Poems that contain vivid images and evocative
sensory detail
• Poems with an emotional center that don't talk
down to the reader
Although YJP only publishes Florida poets, it's not
necessary for writers to include poems about Florida in
their books. The press will accept poems about any subject,
but they do expect the poems in a winning chapbook to
relate to a common theme so the chapbook itself is a fully
integrated work. That's another reason Russo said she's
"not terribly interested in experimental poetry." They
prefer narrative poems where "something is happening to
someone."
In addition to leading YellowJacket Press, Russo is an
Instructor of English and Creative Writing at St. Leo's
University outside Tampa. She's editor of the school's
literary magazine, Sand Hill Review, and the Founding

Quick Facts
YellowJacket Press
1410 East Paris Street
Tampa, FL 33604
https://www.yellowjacketpress.org
russo15@juno.com
• Two titles published annually
(one per contest)
• Accepts contest submissions
only
• Publishes poetry chapbooks
(small, unified collections of
poetry by a single poet) of no
more than 24 pages. Does not
accept previously published
chapbooks or individual poems.
• Publishes in print. May add
e-books in the future.

Director of the Sand Hill Writer's Retreat, now in its
third year. Russo's youthful appearance and hearty laugh
makes one wonder if everyone should start their own
press just for health reasons.
Russo is not resting after reaching this ten-year
milestone. She plans to continue leading YellowJacket
Press as long as she is able to keep supporting Florida
poets and poetry.
Peter M. Gordon's poems have
appeared in Slipstream, 34th
Parallel, Cultural Weekly, and
the Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings
Journal of Florida Literature,
as well as other magazines
and websites. His first poetry
collection, Two Car Garage, was
published by CHB Media. He
covers politics and sports for various Central Florida magazines and
newspapers. During his thirty years in the entertainment industry he's
created content ranging from live theatre to digital video. He teaches
in Full Sail University's Film Production MFA program and blogs at
myprogramidea.blogspot.com.
Peter Gordon will lead two workshops at the Florida
Writers Conference this October.
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7 Secrets to Selling
More Books at Events
by Penny C. Sansevieri

I

f you’ve So you got a book event, great! Now you
want to maximize it, right? You've heard your writing
buddies (or perhaps read online) about the lack of
attendance at signings so figuring out how to maximize
the event, regardless of the numbers, might be tricky.
1. First and foremost, market your event
But I'm not talking about the marketing you do the
media (though that is great too) I'm speaking of in-store
marketing. This is what most folks seem to overlook.
This is where you supply things to the store to help them
market your event. Because the first phase of a successful
event is driving people to it. Here are a few thoughts.
Do bag stuffers. You can easily do this in your favorite
computer program, two-up on a page, meaning that you
use one 8 1/2 x 11 inch sheet of paper to do two flyers.
You'll want to ask the store first if they mind that you
provide this. Most stores or event venues don't.
Bookmarks. While most in the industry see bookmarks
as passé, people still love them. You can do bookmarks
and bag stuffers (and maybe staple them together) or you
can provide custom bookmarks with the date and time of
your event. Nowadays it's pretty easy to get these done
cheaply.
If you are having the event in a mall or shopping plaza, you
might be able to drop your bag stuffers and bookmarks
off at the nearby stores to see if they'll help promote the
event.
2. Book signings are boring
Regardless of where you do the event, plan to do a talk
instead of a signing. People are drawn into a discussion,
but are often turned off by an author just sitting at a table.
Marketing is about message and movement, so stand up
and speak. If speaking in public is intimidating to you, go
to Toastmasters or some other local networking/speaking
group and see what you can learn.
10
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3. If you want to get more attention for your
event, consider doing it in a unique place
We've done them in video stores, electronics stores, gyms,
and even restaurants (on slow nights). Doing outsidethe-bookstore events is a great way to gain more interest
for your talk. Why? Because you aren't competing with
everyone else at the bookstore for your crowd. When
you do an event at a local place that doesn't normally
do events, you'll gather more people just because it's
different.
4. Show up early and talk it up
Okay, so let's say you're in the store and there are a ton
of people in there shopping. (A book event dream, yes?)
I suggest that you take your extra bag stuffers or custom
bookmarks and just hand them to the people in the store.
Let them know you are doing an event at such-and-such
time and that you'd love it if they can sit in. You'll be
surprised how many new people you might pull in this
way.
5. Customize your talk
Regardless of what your talk is about, poll the audience
first to see what brought them there or what they hope to
learn if your talk is educational. I suggest this because the
more you can customize your discussion, the more likely
you are to sell a book. If you can solve problems (and this
is often done during the Q&A) all the better. You'll look
like the answer machine you are and readers love that.
If you have the answers they'll want to buy from you. I
promise.

6. Make friends
Get to know the bookstore people, but not just on the
day of the event. Go in prior and make friends, tell them
who you are, and maybe even hand them your flyer or
bookmark (or a stack if you can). Often stores have
information centers. See if you can leave some flyers
there instead of just at the register. Getting to know the
people who are selling the book is a great way to help
gather more people into your event. If your event isn't
in a bookstore but attached to a shopping area or mall,
go around to the stores (and perhaps you did this when
you passed out the flyers) and let them know you have
an event and what can you do to help them promote it.
If you can rally the troops to help you market your talk,
you could triple the numbers of people at your event. No
kidding.
7. Take names
I always, always recommend that you get names and email
addresses from the folks who attend your event. Signing
them up for your mailing list is a great way to stay in
touch with them and stay on your reader's radar screen.
If you have a giveaway or drawing, great! This will help

you to collect names. If you don't, offer them a freebie or
ebook after the event. Often, if I'm doing a PowerPoint
presentation, I will deliver the slides in PDF form after
the event. Attendees need to sign up to get them, and
then once they do, I include them in our newsletter list
which helps me to stay on their radar screen.
Penny C. Sansevieri, CEO and
founder of Author Marketing
Experts, Inc., is a best-selling
author, internationally recognized
book marketing and media
relations expert, and an
adjunct professor with NYU. Her
company is one of the leaders
in the publishing industry and has
developed some of the most cutting-edge
book marketing campaigns. She is the author of fourteen books,
including How to Sell Books by the Truckload. AME is the first
marketing and publicity firm to use Internet promotion to its full
impact through online promotion and their signature program called
The Virtual Author Tour™. To learn more about Penny’s books or
her promotional services, you can visit amarketingexpert.com. To
subscribe to her free newsletter, send a blank email to subscribe@
amarketingexpert.com.

Sell Your
Books

at the Florida
Writers Conference!
If you’re a Florida Writers Association member
or a speaker at the Conference, you can arrange
to have your books sold in the Conference Bookstore.
And if you’re attending the conference,
you can hold a book signing, too.
More information and signup here:

https://floridawriters.net/conferences/florida-writers-conference/bookstore/
THE FLORIDA WRITER | JUNE 2015
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King Query is Dead: R.I.P.
by Molli Nickell

O

nce upon a time (before 2010), the query letter
“hook” (opening) paragraph was so incredibly
important it could launch or torpedo a writer’s future.
The writer snail-mailed a query letter to one agent at a
time, then waited, and waited, and waited for a response
that might arrive in weeks, or months, or never.
Fast forward to 2015. The query no longer travels
in a stamped envelope, or alone. It’s become part of a
submission packet: query, synopsis, and sample pages, all
tucked inside one very long email and sent to multiple
agents simultaneously. Most important of all, the query no
longer is the most important part of the submission. The
new deal maker or deal breaker is the email subject line:
five to ten words written to generate an instant reaction.
It will motivate the reader (agent, editor, publisher, or
intern) to send the unopened emailed submission packet
straight to delete-ville, or reply with the “thanks, but no
thanks” form rejection, or click on the email to open it.
The challenge, for you and all writers, is winning the
nano-second battle for attention. Here’s the situation.
The ease and economy of emailed manuscript submission
has opened the flood gates for “junk” projects from nonwriters with typing skills. Because of this, your subject
line must be a slam-dunk attention grabber so your
submission stands out from the rest.
Here’s what could happen … in a perfect world. Your
email is opened. The reader scans your query, moves on
to the synopsis and sample pages, then responds with,
“Please submit your full manuscript.” Yippee Skippee!
You email it immediately. The agent reads and loves it,
offers representation, and introduces your manuscript
to the most appropriate publisher who jumps up and
down with excitement. “Whoopee! Here's our next bestseller.” You celebrate the need to order “published author”
business cards.
And to think it all began with an artfully crafted
subject line. Which, of course, it has!
Here’s a bit of inspiration from email subject lines
that might have been written … had the Internet existed
way back when.
SUBJECT: Teen crime spree includes murder, shoe theft, and
witch melting. (The Wizard of Oz)
SUBJECT: Desperate boy vs. hungry giant: outcome uncertain.
(Jack and the Beanstalk)

SUBJECT: Carnivore snoozes through a granny-ectomy.
(Little Red Riding Hood)
SUBJECT: Bullied youngster with deformed ears springs mom
from jail. (Dumbo)
Meet the slam-dunk winner of my recent Query Slam subject line
contest:
SUBJECT: Perfect murders, rapture approved.

These four words will generate a click to open the
emailed submission. Why? Because they combine two
highly emotional elements not usually paired. (Want to
read more uber-creative subject lines? Ten “honorable
mentions” are posted on my website.)
Writing a captivating subject line is not rocket science.
You can do it. To begin, first play with subject lines as you
write them for your favorite books, movies, or fairy tales.
Then, create a list of words or phrases that describe the
most interesting aspects of your story. Trim these down
to ten words or less. Arrange them to create an attentiongrabber like, “Stonehenge, pink rocks, and T.S. Eliot save
the universe.” Or, take advantage of a current, hot, literary
title, using your own slant: “50 shades of red shoes.” If
you belong to a critique group, invite your writing pals to
practice with you as they develop and hone subject-line
skills.
Dear writer, you can do this. C’mon. You’ve written
an entire manuscript. You can learn to craft five to ten
enticing words that will propel your submission packet to
the front of the line. And, if the first wave of submissions
doesn’t bring you the responses you want, revise your
subject line for the next batch.
As you progress through your agent quest, keep in
mind how much money you’ve saved by not having to
purchase envelopes or stamps as you introduce yourself
and your work to dozens of agents. Celebrate digital
communication that allows you to submit your project
and check for email responses wearing your jammies. Is
this a perfect world or what?
Molli Nickell, author of Write Right: Don’t shoot yourself in the foot,
is a query wizard, pre-submission specialist, story doctor, and former
publisher/Time-Life editor who guides writers along their path from
“rookie” to “pro” to “published.” getpublishednow.biz
Molli Nickell is presenting a workshop at FWA’s
3rd Annual Nonfiction Mini-Conference in Orlando/
Altamonte Springs on June 27.
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Interview with
New York Times
Bestselling Author

Marie
Bostwick

Recently, Lifetime Member of the Florida Writers Association
Dean Murphy talked with acclaimed author Marie Bostwick
about creating quilts, the craft of writing, life as an author,
and the power of the written word. Write on!
The Florida Writer: The theme in your inspirational fiction
is quilt-making. You’ve said that quilting references in
Apart at the Seams are metaphors. What about your 14th
novel, The Second Sister?
Marie Bostwick: Some of the same metaphors that
applied in Apart at the Seams are at play here—the
idea of stitching a life together from the scraps that
come our way, and of repairing and repurposing torn
relationships. In this book, quilting represents all the
creativity that Lucy has stifled in her life. When she
finds Alice’s quilts, she discovers a new dimension to
her sister. When Lucy tries it for herself, she unearths
new talents, desires and passions and the desire to live a
wider, richer life.
TFW: Why is quilting an element in your novels?
MB: It’s part of “write what you know.” Quilting for a
quarter century, I find it an important form of creative
expression. It seems natural to include something
that has brought me such satisfaction and joy into my
writing.
TFW: Please describe your typical day as an author.
14
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MB: I’m not sure I’ve ever had a typical day as an
author. With a busy speaking schedule and also trying
to make time for my husband—we’ve had a “commuter
marriage” for about the last ten years—I constantly
travel. Because of that, I fit in work as the opportunity
arises: in my Connecticut office, in hotel rooms, miles
up in an airplane, and even under a salon dryer. I’m
not a fast writer so I can’t afford to waste an hour of
potential writing time.
TFW: With conferences and book signings, how do you
manage a Lucy-like schedule?
MB: With calendars, to-do lists, and help from a
Sparkly Assistant who reminds me where it is I am
supposed to be. I manage my own calendar and travel
arrangements, but rely on Lisa to remind me of what
is coming up and also, on occasion, to help me say no.
That’s a hard thing for me to do, but otherwise I won’t
have time to write books.
TFW: Born in Oregon, you now live in Connecticut, and
travel as much as Air Force One. What inspired your
current book’s setting?
MB: When my husband and I married, we lived in
DePere, Wisconsin where I went to college, and our
first child was born. While there, we often took trips to
Door County, which is where I set The Second Sister. It’s
beautiful, and I’ve never forgotten it.

TFW: How much time is spent researching compared to
writing?
MB: That’s difficult to say because I do much research
as I’m writing, but writing takes more time. When I
wrote historical fiction, however, it was probably close
to 30 percent. For those books, I spent a good two
months reading and taking notes before I ever wrote a
word of the manuscript.
TFW: How can writers influence society?
MB: Fiction is incredibly powerful.
It has the potential to change lives
and societies. If you ever doubt that,
consider how much longer it would
have taken to end slavery in this
country had Harriet Beecher Stowe
not written Uncle Tom’s Cabin. For
readers and writers alike, if you ever
hear someone say that fiction is
dead, tell them it’s bunk. Because
it is.
TFW: Last October, you were the
Celebrity Author for the Florida
Writers Foundation fundraising
seminar and launched the
anthology, FWA Collection,
Volume 7, Revisions: Stories of
Starting Over at the Florida Writers
Conference. Did Lucy’s story of
beginning anew inspire that theme?

there. In many ways, writing short fiction can be harder
than writing novels, but is an excellent way to hone your
writing skills.
TFW: What are your thoughts about last year’s
conference, and your hopes for this year?
MB: Because I’d never taught a daylong writing
workshop before, I was a little anxious about my
involvement in the Florida Writers Foundation
Celebrity Workshop last year. My first concern was:
how to fill all those hours? Did I really have that
much to say about writing? Well,
as it turned out, I wasn’t able to
get through all of my material.
Also, I was concerned about the
differences in experience levels of
the workshop attendees. But again,
I worried about nothing.

There is something
wonderful about
spending time with
other “members of
the tribe.” Writers
are the only people
who really “get”
other writers.

MB: Each book I’ve written is inspired by the idea of
starting over. That theme is something everyone has to
do at some point in life.
TFW: Were you ever the final judge for an anthology?
MB: Nope, this is a first for me. I look forward to
reading the entries. I met some fine writers at the
Florida Writers Conference last year, so I’m sure it will
be tough to pick the winners, but I’ll give it my best.
TFW: Do you write short fiction?
MB: Not anymore; my current writing schedule doesn’t
allow that. However, when I first began writing, I wrote
a short story every month for about three years. Those
years were my real education as a writer; they taught
me a lot—especially about pacing and not including
anything in my books that simply didn’t have to be

Novice writers in the group were
able to keep up, and from the
feedback I got, it seemed that even
the more experienced participants
benefited by discovering some new
techniques. Everyone left with a
renewed enthusiasm for writing—
including me. There is something
wonderful about spending time
with other “members of the tribe.”
Writers are the only people who
really “get” other writers.

My only regret concerning the 2014 conference is that
scheduling conflicts prevented staying for the entire
event. This year, I’m really looking forward to hanging
out with other attendees and having some good
conversations about our craft.
TFW: You’ll present a workshop at the Florida Writers
Conference this October. What’s in store for attendees?
MB: My workshop, “What a Character! Crafting
Characters Readers Remember” is, unsurprisingly,
about developing memorable characters that readers
can relate to. I’ll have a few exercises and practical tips
that help attendees flesh out their characters and make
them seem real to readers. I truly believe that every
character is important in fiction, so we’ll also discuss
some shorthand tips for making even minor characters
memorable.
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TFW: What are your thoughts about the Florida
Writers Conference?
MB: Writing is a solitary pursuit. Mixing with
other writers can be truly beneficial to advancing
your craft. I know that contacts I’ve made at past
conferences have helped open doors for me and
given me a chance to do the same for others. I
don’t care how long you’ve been writing, there
is always something new to learn by attending
workshops. Also, I don’t think there’s a better way
to reinvigorate enthusiasm for writing than by
attending a conference.
Not all are created equal but the quality of the
workshops and overall experience of the FWA’s
conference is among the best. Chrissy Jackson and her
fabulous volunteers are on top of every detail and go
the extra mile to make sure that each aspect of this
conference brings value to the attendees. You’d be hard
pressed to find a writers conference that can top it. I’m
looking forward to October!
TFW: The Associate Director of Communications at
Kensington Publishing, Vida Engstrand, connected you
and the Florida Writers Association. What’s it like to have
as your publicist a senior executive at a major publisher?
MB: Vida has been my in-house publicist since she
arrived at Kensington. I truly drew the lucky straw
when she was assigned to me. She is one of the most
energetic and enthusiastic people I’ve had the pleasure
to work with. When she first came aboard, I was
concerned that, burning the candle at both ends the
way she does, she would quickly burn out. Amazingly,
she never did.
To say that Vida deserved her promotion is
an understatement. Even with her increased
responsibilities, she continues to give me, and all her
authors, the very best she’s got—which is pretty darned
good! As far as I’m concerned, I’m still holding onto
that lucky straw and will be as long as Vida handles
publicity.
Florida Writers Association Lifetime Member L. Dean Murphy
reviews for bookreporter.com and interviews celebrity authors. He
coordinates with Chrissy Jackson to engage bestselling authors such
as Marie Bostwick, John Gilstrap, and Mary Burton as speakers at
the Florida Writers Conference. Murphy’s review of Marie Bostwick’s
The Second Sister appears at bookreporter.com/reviews/thesecond-sister.
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Marie Bostwick is a New York Times bestselling
author and master of warm, compelling fiction.
Her novels, published by Kensington, include The
Second Sister, released in April 2015.
In The Second Sister, Lucy Toomey manages a
2016 presidential campaign to success. She can do
anything … except mend the relationship with her
estranged sister. But can Lucy go home again, and
start over?
Any Marie Bostwick book is like reading a 300page Hallmark Card. You’ll be inspired, laugh and,
perhaps, shed a tear—and tuck it away to read
again or share with a friend.

Marie at the Florida Writers Conference
Marie Bostwick is our Person of Renown for
Florida Writers Association Collection, Volume 7,
Revisions: Starting Over and will be participate in
the Collections book signing on Friday morning as
well speak at lunch and dinner on Friday.
Conference attendees can enjoy her workshop and
schedule a one-to-one appointment with her.
We are looking for singers and a keyboardist
attending the conference to help Marie with
a special surprise for conference attendees.
Interested? Contact chrissyj@floridawriters.net.

Marie Online
Website: mariebostwick.com
Facebook: facebook.com/mariebostwick
Twitter: @mariebostwick
Some parts of this interview are reprinted by permission from
bookreporter.com, a major online review venue that has eight
divisions, has published reviews of many books by Florida Writers
Association members and seeks FWA members as potential reviewers.

ASK THE BOOK DOCTOR

About Nonfiction Book
Proposals, Contests, and
Creating and Submitting to
Anthologies
by Bobbie Christmas
Q: My writing organization is preparing an anthology.
Would standard manuscript format apply? We are unsure
of individual submission formats at this point. Please
advise.

Q: My poem has been chosen as a finalist for the annual
contest by [name deleted]. Keep your fingers crossed for
me; I can use the ten grand. Have you ever heard of this
organization?

A: Standard manuscript format applies when submitting
a manuscript to an agent or a publisher. If you are going
to self-publish the anthology, you may set the format any
way you would like, but if an editor is going to edit the
submissions, which I strongly advise, you would do well
to ask for submissions in standard manuscript format,
which does several things. It gets writers in the habit of
using standard manuscript format; it is easy to read; and it
gives an editor room to work. If unfamiliar with standard
manuscript format, go to zebraeditor.com and click on
Tools for Writers. There you will find many free reports,
including one that explains standard manuscript format.

A: Yes, and I hate to be the bearer of bad news, but it has a
terrible reputation. The same organization has used many
names, all of which have the reputation of telling everyone
who enters that they are finalists. To receive your reward,
some of these scams make “finalists” attend an expensive
conference. In one news story, 4,000 alleged finalists paid
more than $500 to attend a conference and were not
given workshops or meetings with publishers or editors
as promised and instead were forced to judge the poems
themselves.

Q: I often notice ads from people who are assembling
anecdotes from a specific group of people to be published
as a nonfiction book (dog lovers, cat fanciers, fathers,
knitters, inspirational tales from those who lost loved
ones, etc.). When submitting a nonfiction book proposal,
the writer's credentials, background, and experience
play a more important role than for a work of fiction.
How do publishers assess a writer's credentials for an
anthology of nonfiction anecdotes, as opposed to books
on shamanism (you are a shaman) or on How to Mend a
Broken Heart (you are a psychologist)?
A: When someone writes a proposal for such an anthology,
the publishers evaluate the subject matter for profitability
and assess the writer's publishing history, editing abilities,
and organizing skills, because the writer of the proposal
does not write the entries; he or she simply compiles stories,
selects the best ones, organizes them, and edits them.
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Almost all competitions will sell books in which your poem
or short story appears, but the less legitimate competitions
sell books at highly inflated prices, and the contents are not
necessarily of high quality. The worst ones (in my opinion)
charge a fee to make your poem look better or bigger than
others and still charge a large price for the book, if you
want one.
Q: I understand the importance of writing a sound book
proposal for a nonfiction book. Have I outlined the proposal
correctly? Here are the sections I have put in my proposal:
Overview, Fascinating Journey, The Author & Associates,
Marketing, Book Contents, Chapter Summaries, Sample
Chapter, and Attachments.
A: Without seeing the actual document, I can't comment
in full. I can, however, say that book proposals have
specific elements, usually the following: Overview,
Resources Needed to Complete the Book (unless it is
already completed), Competition, Marketing, About the
Author(s), Chapter-by-Chapter Outline, and Sample
Chapters.

The list you sent leaves me with many questions. How
does the section called Fascinating Journey fit into the
requirements of a book proposal? Publishers won't know
what it means. Use a heading that reflects the information
publishers and agents require. Also, instead of The Author
& Associates, title that section About the Authors, to be
sure agents and publishers know the contents. Markets,
marketing, and the competition can also be part of the
section called Overview. Finally, if I were an agent or
publisher, I would have no idea of what the attachments
were and would have no impetus for opening them. Instead
I may fear opening any attachment I did not request.
Avoid attachments and instead put all the information in
the body of the proposal. If you feel the need to include
attachments, however, I suggest using a clear description of
the attachments, such as Writing Samples.
Q: How long should each chapter summary be in a book
proposal for a nonfiction book?
A: In Michael Larsen's book titled simply How to Write
a Book Proposal, he shows most chapter outlines to be
about one page, double-spaced. No absolute rule applies;
however. I followed that book to the letter in 2003 for my
first book proposal, and as a result I sold Write In Style to
a reputable New York publisher.
Q: In my book proposal, I hesitate to say “About the
Authors” instead of “About the Author,” because I am the
only author, except that I got a nationally famous person
to write a two-page introduction for me. I feel the need to
strengthen the author section, though, since I am not a
well-known authority on the subject. I say on the cover
sheet, “With . . .” Do you have any suggestion as to how I
should handle that?

A: Absolutely. First, in the About the Author section, use
the singular. You are the author of the book. On the cover
sheet, use “With an introduction by [Famous Name].”
You could probably also add one or two paragraphs in
the author section explaining that so-and-so wrote the
introduction and then give a brief summary of what makes
the well-known person an expert on the subject.
Q: I received an e-mail from a small publisher. In it he said
that they require chapter summaries that are limited to
one short paragraph for each chapter. I understood you to
say one page for each chapter. He also said the contents
of a book proposal varies among agents and publishers,
so that may be the answer, but I would appreciate a
clarification.
A: Without No standard exists that pleases all publishers
universally. Each has differing preferences. Always look
for and follow each publisher's guidelines. If you cannot
find any guidelines, use the standard approach. Although
the standard is one double-spaced page for each chapter
summary, if a publisher prefers one short paragraph instead,
that's what you send.
Submitting proposals and manuscripts to publishers and
agents would be much simpler if all subscribed to the
same guidelines, but alas, nothing about submitting for
publication has been standardized. 1
Bobbie Christmas, book editor and owner of Zebra Communications,
will answer your questions, too. Send them to bobbie@zebraeditor.
com. Read more “Ask the Book Doctor” questions and answers at
zebraeditor.com.

“Always honor the writer's intentions. If they can be discerned
and make any sense.
“When you are the editor, you have to keep reminding yourself
that it’s the writer’s story, not yours. Your task is to assist the
writer in accomplishing his or her purposes, not substituting
yours.
“That said, remember T.S. Eliot; ‘Some editors are failed writers,
but so are most writers.’ Few writers achieve their purpose without assistance. So you are obliged to divine exactly where the
author set out to go, and when the author wanders off the path
or gets entangled in underbrush, you will have to clear the way.”
The Old Editor Says: Maxims for Writing and Editing
by John McIntyre
THE FLORIDA WRITER | JUNE 2015
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Florida Writers Foundation Update
by Chrissy Jackson

T

he Florida Writers Foundation (FWF), formed to
promote literacy, is the sister nonprofit of Florida
Writers Association (FWA). FWF is doing great
things—and looking for your involvement!
First, let us welcome two new board members: Tom
Swartz and Joanne Lewis. Both have been active in the
Florida Writers Association for years and serve on its
board of directors. You’ll also see Tom and wife Pearl at
the Interview area during the Florida Writers Conference
this fall.

8th Annual Florida Writers Foundation
Celebrity Workshop

Florida Writers Association members receive a discount
on registration for this day-long seminar led by acclaimed
author John Gilstrap, but bring a friend. Non-members
are welcome, too, and your seminar fee goes to help
FWF promote literacy and enhance the writing skills of
children, youth, and adults in the state of Florida. Find
details about the seminar on the facing page.

Bylaws Amendment

At a recent board meeting, the bylaws were amended
to increase the number of directors. If you want to get
involved and help FWF make a difference, we would
love to hear from you. Please email Chrissy Jackson at
chrissyj@floridawriters.net.

Cross Creek Chronicle

For the third year in a row, FWF is subsidizing the
publication of the Cross Creek Chronicle with a donation
of $1,000. The book is a culmination of a Pinellas County
writing project for grades K through 6. This year is the
15th publication.

Sit. Stay. Write.

Dianne Ochiltree, award-winning children’s author,
and her therapy dog, Sally, visit libraries where children
write a story about Sally after petting and talking to her.
Then they read their stories to Sally. FWF’s financial
endorsement for this wonderful program is in the third
year.

Space Coast Rolling Readers

These children receive new books to take home, enjoy
having someone read to them, and improve their reading
because of FWF’s continued assistance over the last five
years.
20
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Tail Waggin’ Tutors

For the second year, FWF is proud to sustain Tail
Waggin’ Tutors, a St. Petersburg chapter of Therapy Dogs
International, with an annual contribution of $1,000. The
dog owners visit libraries and schools where children read
to the dogs. Each child then receives a pencil, a coloring
book, or a sticker for their accomplishment. Librarians
have noted improvement in reading skills for the children
who participate regularly.

2015 Silent Auction

FWF could not continue to support these wonderful
programs without your help. Susan Boyd is once again
chairing the silent auction for 2015, held in conjunction
with the Annual Florida Writers Conference. Taxdeductible donations of items are accepted from now
until the conference when they will be displayed for your
bid. Highest bid as of Saturday night is the winner of
each item and cashes out on Sunday morning. If you
have an item to donate, please contact Susan Boyd at
susandlar@gmail.com.
This year in the Silent Auction room, we will be playing a
loop Power Point presentation of showing where Florida
Writers Foundation and our volunteers are making a
difference.

50/50 Raffle

Each year at the Florida Writers Conference, there are
two 50/50 raffles to benefit FWF. One is held on Friday,
and the other on Saturday. The winning tickets are drawn
each evening at dinner. Last year, these two events raised
about $1,500 for programs the Foundation supports.

Florida Writers Foundation Exhibit

Look for the FWF table at the Florida Writers
Conference. We will have a display showing programs
where FWF is making a difference in literacy!

What can you do?

Do you know of a worthy literacy program that would
benefit from FWF’s involvement? Let us know! And,
volunteer to help make it better. The value you can bring
to a young child’s life by helping them learn to read or
learn to read better lights a fire than burns forever. Have
you lit yours yet?
Contact: chrissyj@floridawriters.net

8th Annual Florida Writers Foundation

Celebrity Workshop
Adrenaline Rush: How to Write Suspense Fiction

Award-winning thriller author John Gilstrap presents a day-long seminar on the construction
of intelligent suspense fiction. What makes for a strong plot? How do you take cardboard
characters and give them life on the page? Through lively lectures and writing exercises,
students get a peek at the skeleton that gives structure to the stories that keep us reading long
into the night.

A full day of learning
with bestselling author John Gilstrap
followed by a book signing
John Gilstrap is the acclaimed author of End Game, High
Treason, Damage Control, Threat Warning, Hostage Zero, No
Mercy, Six Minutes to Freedom, Scott Free, Even Steven, At
All Costs, and Nathan’s Run. His books have been translated
into more than 20 languages. An explosives safety expert
and former firefighter, he holds a master’s degree from the
University of Southern California and a bachelor’s degree
from the College of William and Mary in Virginia. He lives
in Fairfax, Virginia. Website: johngilstrap.com

When: October 15, 2015 | 9:00 AM – 4:00 PM
Where: Hilton Orlando/Altamonte Springs
Fee: $89. Florida Writers Association Member | $109. Non-Member
Includes lunch and all-day beverage service
Reserve your place in the workshop with
a payment here: shop.floridawritersfoundation.org
John Gilstrap is also Person of Renown for Florida Writers Association Collection,
Volume 8: Hide and Seek Publication: October 2016
Your workshop fee is tax deductible to the extent allowed by law. Proceeds support the Florida Writers Foundation, Inc.
(FWF), a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation formed to promote literacy and enhance the writing skills of children, youth,
and adults. FWF make a difference by supplying grants and volunteers to programs around the state, donating books to
public libraries as well as the Ronald McDonald House in St. Pete, and much more. To learn more about the Florida Writers
Foundation: floridawritersfoundation.org

PARAGRAPHS

A magazine within a magazine. A showcase for creative writing.
For this issue, members were asked to write about a summer activity.

¶

Band Camp

by Joshua Aaron Jones

“N

ow, that one,” Cindy nodded towards the Feature
Twirler, “she is wild, if you know what I mean.”
Jan hated gossip. It was her kid’s first day of band camp,
and there couldn’t have been a more annoying parent to be
paired with for water and sunscreen duty.
“Mornin’ ladies. Thanks for coming.” Mr. Bird was a
nice guy.
Everyone thought so, but Cindy knew better. She
whispered to Jan, “And you know he’s got a story. Not wife
or kids. Ten years here and not one date.”
“What’s so strange about that?”
“You know.”
Jan said, “No. I don’t know.”
The Saxophones saved Cindy from an explanation.
“Well, I’m just sayin’.”
Jan filled water jugs while Cindy unleashed a cloud of
toxic spray sunscreen. Cindy gushed with sugar over the
Feature Twirler and oohed and aahed at the charred fire
batons.
Jan thought of Jekyll and Hyde. She wished the breaks
were an hour and the drills fifteen minutes.
Mr. Bird called the group to attention, and the Band
jumped to its feet. “Opening set. Go.” They ran to their
spots. Jan and Cindy gathered up the spent cups and
returned to their lawn chairs before the Drum Major took
the podium.
The Xylophonist rolled by, late, in her wheelchair. She
yelled with a chuckle, “I’m a-comin’. Rollin’ on a river.”
The other kids laughed with her.
“Bless her heart,” Cindy said. “She handles it real good.
It’s nice to hear her laugh about it, make the best of it. You
know what happened don’t you?”
Jan’s pulse followed the opener’s accelerando. She let
Cindy go on.
“Her mamma ought to be in jail.”
“Is that so?” Jan nodded along with the music.
“Drinkin’ and drivin’ on the way to get more! Well, I
never. And with a toddler in the car and no car seat! She
should be under the jailhouse, if you ask me.”
Jan said, “That’s quite a story.”
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“It’s true! Her daddy ain’t no better. Bless her heart.”
“It’s not true. Whoever told you that is a liar. You
shouldn’t be spreading lies.”
“Are you calling me a liar?” Cindy jumped to her feet.
Jan joined her. “Yes. Yes I am.”
“What makes you so certain it’s not true?”
“Because I’m a nurse and was on duty when they were
brought in. There wasn’t any alcohol involved in that
accident. Her mother had a seizure.” Jan realized she was
shouting.
Mr. Bird eyed them and put his hand on Xylophonist’s
shoulder.
Jan decrescendoed to pianissimo. “And she wasn’t on
the way to the liquor store. She was on her way to church.
Holy Comforter, in fact, where she was my Sunday school
teacher.”
“Your Sunday school teacher?” Cindy smoothed her
shirt. “Well I am so sorry. Everyone was saying it. How was
I to know?”
“That’s just it. You don’t know what other people
struggle with. You should mind your own business. Just
don’t say another word to me. Spray your spray, and I’ll fill
up cups; keep your mouth shut, and we’ll get along fine.”
Cindy crouched and shuffled through her bag for
nothing. She found a mint and refreshed herself. “Well, I’m
Baptist. We don’t even know anyone over at the Episcopal
Church.” She bunched up her nose with uncertainty and
changed the subject. “Holy Comforter is Episcopal, ain’t it?
Or Methodist? No, I guess it is Episcopal. Over there on
Garden Street—”
“Yes! It is Episcopal. Jesus. Please just shut up.”
“Fine.”
The next forty-five minutes were painful. Not even the
purgatory of endless repeats of the percussion solo could
charge through the silence. Jan was relieved when Mr. Bird
announced the break, and the Clarinets trilled in giggles
up to the tent.
Before Jan knew it, Mr. Bird gave a signal, and the
Drum Major blew her whistle. Jan wondered if she had
been abducted by aliens and lost time.
A Trumpet stopped to tie his shoe, and Cindy whispered
to Jan, “Watch your purse around that one.”
Jan punched her in the face.
The Trumpet spun around and yelled, “Mom, stop it!
You’re embarrassing me.” 1
Joshua Aaron Jones lives in Pensacola, FL.
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Summertime Barbies
by Janet Franks Little

“W

hat do you want to do today?” Midge said when
she called her best friend.
Barbie’s bouffant hair was brushed as she sat in front of
the mirror at her dressing table. Her brunette bubble-cut
was fashioned to look just like Jackie Kennedy’s. “I need a
new dress for my date with Ken tonight. I organized my
closet today. I’m tired of everything in it.”
“Allan and I are going to the lake tomorrow.” Midge
hopped around her kitchen as she made a cup of coffee.
“I can’t wait to go swimming and wear my new two piece
bikini.”
Barbie’s legs unbent at the hip as she stood up. She was
topless and wore only white panties. “So do you want to go
shopping with me and have lunch?”
“Okay. Let’s go to the Coca-Cola soda fountain. I’m
dying for a cheeseburger and fries.”
“Wow, you’re going to spend a whole forty-five cents?”
“Maybe I’ll even get a piece of cherry pie. It’s only
twenty cents and I have a dollar in my purse,” said Midge.
Barbie held the phone at an awkward angle as she
stood in the bedroom of her dream house. “Let’s go in my
convertible. I saw a dress with apples on it that I want to
try on at the Fashion Shop.”
Midge’s legs were bent at a 90 degree angle so she could
sit on a breakfast bar stool. She fell off and was put back on
again. “We could walk. The store is just around the corner.
Your car is too hard to get in and out of it.”
“Okay,” Barbie said. “Are you dressed yet?”
“I’m still in my nightie.” Midge’s blonde flip was patted
and her poufy bangs were fluffed. “What are you going to
wear when we go shopping?”
Barbie’s almost nude body with its pale skin, long slim
legs, and narrow waist stood in front of her closet. She
scanned the clothes on pink plastic hangers. “I think I’ll
wear this one.” A red and yellow print dress with a white
organdy overskirt was lifted off the metal rod.
“Which one?”
The dress was held up above the cardboard wall of the
bedroom.
“But that’s what I wanted to wear.” The same dress was
removed from the wooden box that stored Midge’s clothes
and raised into the air.
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“You can’t. I called dibs.”
Midge whined, “I’m tired of being Midge. Let’s do
something else.”
“But I wanna do this. You can be Barbie tomorrow.”
“You say that but then change your mind.” Midge
was thrown face down on the old quilt. “Let’s go to the
playground.”
“Nooo. Stay here. Pleeeease. You can wear the lunch
date dress, and I’ll be Midge the next time.”
For a long moment, no one said anything.
“Pinky swear.” Little fingers were hooked together.
“You can be Barbie tomorrow. I promise.”
Midge was back on her feet. Her arms were raised so the
pink nightie could be pulled over her head.
A red, sleeveless sheath with four gold buttons was lifted
out of the closet. This is much better, Barbie thought. It
has the straw hat and white gloves that go with it.
Music came from the ice cream truck which cruised the
neighborhood in the early afternoon. Barbie was dropped
on her back in the middle of her bedroom. The red dress
landed next to her.
“Quick, let’s ask my mom for money. I want a Fudgsicle.”
“I’m getting a Drumstick this time.”
Barbie and Midge lay abandoned under the maple tree
in the side yard. They would not be going shopping for a
while. 1
Janet Franks Little lives in Parkland FL.

Tell your story.
Don't try and tell
the stories that
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Summer Catch

by David M. Pearce

T

he lantern-jawed seadog went by “Turbo,” an apt
moniker because his criticism came quick, like a
minnow running the shallows. He closed his cooler,
looming nearby with the sun glinting off his Ray Bans.
Dark clouds gathered over his shoulder, squatting over the
steamy Florida coast we’d left behind. My back and arms
ached from my ongoing fight with a fish.
“Keep the rod up, youngster.” Turbo demonstrated
with his hands. “If the line goes slack, the fish will spit the
hook. You didn’t pay me for sightseeing.” He cracked open
a Budweiser and took a long swallow. “I’ll get you a catch.
One you can take a picture with to show the folks back in
Indiana.”
“Michigan.”
“Whatever.”
I scowled, but swallowed my retort. It was a long way
back to shore, and I didn’t want to upset the guy who drove
the boat. Besides, I’d paid a hundred-and-fifty bucks for
my first saltwater charter—a summer splurge.
My fish took on line, and I hauled it back. The boat
rocked, waves lapping against the fiberglass hull like the
beat of a bass drum.
Turbo sauntered across the deck. He rested a beefy hand
on the rail, hawked, and spat over the stern. “Keep at it,
rookie. Remember what I taught you.”
I wiped my brow with the back of my hand. “Damn
thing is trying to outthink me.” I cranked in more line,
pulling the rod up to keep the fish from getting its head
down.
Turbo shuffled to the captain’s console. “She’s gone
under the boat.” The engines thrummed and water
churned. Diesel fumes mixed with the tang of brine.
I pulled the line with a gloved hand while my other
turned the reel handle. The merciless sun’s light reflected
off the waves into my eyes. “If this thing turns out to be
something I gotta throw back …”
Something breached a few yards from the stern, a flash
of white and brown splotches against the surface, a slosh,
and then it vanished. It left an eddy that disappeared
quicker than a hiccup.
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“Did you see it?” I asked.
“Yep,” Turbo said. “Nice fish. Gag grouper. Not
long now.” He tapped his shirt pocket. “Got the camera
right here. Get you a good picture when you haul it up.
Something to send back to your friends in Grand Rapids.”
“East Lansing.”
“Whatever.”
The fish appeared again. I spun the reel, excited to win
at last. A beautiful spotted fish floated an arm’s length over
the side.
Turbo hovered with his phone, snapping pictures. “Nice
job, Yankee. Get it in the boat.”
My pulse raced. I sucked in a shallow breath. My friends
back home would be jealous. I grabbed the short gaff,
hooking the grouper by its bottom lip, mimicking Turbo’s
earlier demonstration.
The water beneath my catch exploded in a flash of grey.
A gaping maw filled with jagged teeth snatched my prize
away. A wicked tail slapped at the surface then grazed my
arm. The torpedo shape disappeared beneath the surface.
My feet slid, and I teetered on the brink of falling
overboard. The deep blue sea loomed.
Turbo hauled me backwards by my belt, grunting with
the effort.
I staggered away from the stern. “Sonofabitch! What
was that thing?”
Turbo chuckled. “Mako. Big one.” He jabbed one
finger. “You’re bleeding.”
A long thin cut along my arm burned as blood dribbled
onto the deck. I pressed my towel against the wound.
“I got it on camera,” Turbo said, winking at me. “Just
wait till your college buddies see this. Wolverines, right?”
“Spartans.”
“Whatever.”
I sighed. “Thanks for saving me, Turbo.”
“You betcha.” 1
David M. Pearce lives in Bradenton, FL.
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The Eyes Have It
by Tricia Pimental

“T

his is the summer to do it.” My husband was stating
his case as I sorted clothing for storage and donation.
“When else are we going to have this opportunity?”
When else? When else could we take a tour of the
Pacific Northwest to cover his bucket list of national parks
and esoteric coffee shops not to be missed? Anytime, that’s
when. That’s because I’m retired, and my spouse’s job
affords him the luxury of working anywhere so long as
he has an Internet connection. In fact, we’d spent the last
few years traveling extensively because of those freedoms.
So in truth, we could have taken such a trip anytime.
Unfortunately, my mate had loved our European junkets
so much, he’d insisted we move overseas.
Once I’d gotten past thoughts of divorce, suicide,
and murder, I came to grips with the prospect of a major
relocation. Sadly, it entailed putting many miles between
us and our offspring. Yet there it was: house on market,
house in escrow, house in boxes. Soon after I resigned
myself to reality, our pre-expatriation vacation rocketed
into high gear.
I was surprised. I was truly enjoying our sweep
through Wyoming, Idaho, Nevada, California, Oregon,
Washington, and Montana.
One day we left Glacier National Park’s Visitors’ Center
fortified by the consumption of preposterously large
huckleberry tarts. We proceeded toward the National Bison
Range in Dixon. Hundreds of American Bison roam freely
on its open plains. We drove along marked roads and had
some sightings, but mostly the huge beasts clustered far
away from prying eyes and snapping shutterbugs. Except
for one.
I estimated he was eight feet from us, all two thousand
pounds of him. My husband slowed, pulled our Prius
over to the side of the road, and rolled down the driver’s
window. He took a handful of pictures of the great brute’s
profile, then whipped out a different lens.
“We really should go,” I said nervously. Even our
Maltese, who normally barked indignantly at any animal
that dared to be in our vicinity, had slunk off my lap and
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onto the back seat. In fact, the floor of the back seat. “I
think the guy hears all that clicking. He’s annoyed.”
“He’s not paying one bit of attention to us,” my partner
replied, his voice soft and low. “He’s dreaming of his next
meal.”
“That’s what I’m afraid of.”
“Don’t be silly. This isn’t a bear. When have you ever
heard of a bison attacking?”
“I haven’t. But that doesn’t mean it hasn’t happened. He
could charge—like a bull—if he gets upset.” The creature
was so close I could see flies alighting on his thick, brown,
matted fur. A stringy beard hung from his chin, making
him look oddly vulnerable. I relaxed a bit.
My mate was fumbling again in his camera bag. “Don’t
go anywhere, big boy.”
“Now what?” I asked, adrenalin pumping.
“Have you seen my telephoto lens?” He could have
counted the craters on the moon with that thing. Given
our proximity to the subject, it seemed like overkill.
The massive head tilted a few degrees, the stony
silhouette inclining toward us.
“He heard you. Look! He’s watching us. Look at his
head. I see his eye.”
“Of course you see his eye. That’s where his eye is, in
his head.”
“He’s turning. He’s facing us. He’s snorting. He’s going
to attack the car and roll it. We have to leave! Now!”
We left. There was a great deal of discussion (which
tapered off somewhere around Fargo, North Dakota) about
how my cowardice had prevented getting a great photo. I
felt terrible. I also felt alive. A bonus was, our vehicle was
still in one piece.
P.S. We did score a great shot, taken just before our
impressive acceleration. The level of interest on that
mammoth face, that monster head dipped toward us,
proved my point beyond any doubt. Not to mention the
fact that since that dramatic encounter, I’ve seen a YouTube
video of one of these bruisers taking out a Volkswagen.
Case closed. 1
Tricia Pimental lives in Portugal.
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It’s About Time

by Vanessa Russell

W

hat if you didn’t want the day to end, this moment,
this picnic on the beach? Instead, here I sit watching
the day slide away, fading like a photo exposed to the sun
too long. Why bother getting up from this blanket? The
day is going to happen whether I get up or not. Like one
of those 360-degree documentary films where you stand in
a large room and the panoramic view of a city surrounds
you, while the narrator’s voice tells you where you’re at and
where you’re heading, while you’re busy looking behind
you to see where you’ve been.
Yes, here I sit, noting his smiling profile against the blue
sky and their sparkling eyes and messy hair, and such easy
chatter.
I’m going to turn up the sound so that you can hear this
moment:
Me want my cuppy! Madison, hand your little sissy her
cuppy. Me wanna go to the beach! No, Libby, you’re too little
to go by yourself and I’m going to swim first because I’m older.
Babe, will you help Libby make a sand castle with your coffee
cup? Look, Nana, I made a heart in the sand! It says, I heart
Nana! No, you can’t play with that, give it back and smile
for the camera, say Cheese! What’s the plan? Forty percent
chance of thunderstorms later. You didn’t finish your food. I
think they’re too excited to eat. Gramps, will you take me? Let’s
color! Nana, you can pick your favorite page first this time. I’m
picking a pink crayon for her dress, what color will you pick
for your flower? No, Libby, bad sissy, you scribbled on my page!
Waahhh! Oh, poor Libby; don’t make her cry. Okay, time to go
swimming; let’s go! Yay, Gramps! Look at poor Nana finishing
her coloring page all by herself while we go swimming.
Cute butts in swimsuits running away from me looking
like miniature Olympic gymnasts, with a backward wave
from their doll-like hands. Reaches in and squeezes my
heart; it doesn’t seem long ago that my daughter looked
like that. Where did the time go?
Why must days march on by us, time slipping through
our fingers? Why must we always move forward, risking
leaving good times behind? Relentless, with frustrating
sayings like, time marches on, or the saddest one of all,
time to go.
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Take a deep breath; live in the moment. That’s the
answer nowadays. So I breathe in deeply as I gaze at the
beauty of the day and my grandchildren’s play, and the pain
subsides.
Or did it simply pass through?
Perhaps … instead of going by you, the world is going
through you, not just to watch but to experience. So much
sometimes you feel like you’re wearing it, like the heavy
coat of worry, or the light summer blouse of good health.
The heat of the day, the cold of the night, evened out by
the warmth of your lover lying close by your side. Feeling
laughter and its bubble of weightlessness. Fearing cries and
the painful crash back down to shore.
All these emotions and experiences, shaping and
reshaping your shifting sands and, if over the same spot for
too long … sand and water into stone.
And who needs that extra weight? If you let it in, always
have the back door open to move it on.
Breathe in, breathe out.
Life is designed not to sit and watch but to enjoy the
rolling tide and the splash you make and its rippling effects
on others who move in and out. Taste your salted tears as
you let go. Grasp life as a gift of love. Share this love like
you would a picnic basket that you hope will nourish but
may also grasp that perfect day in the sun.
Hey Nana? Libby is playing in her first waves!
Hey wifey, I’m back to get you, come play with us. Time’s
a-wastin’, thunderstorms on the horizon. Are you crying? Here,
let me help you up.
Nana, are you coming?
I’ll be right there! Nana’s coming!
Hold on!
If just for a moment. 1
Vanessa Russell lives in The Villages, FL.
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Summer Solstice

by Molly Tabachnikov

S

hona pulled herself into the space station monitoring
room as the last of the morning announcements
sounded in her audio implants.
“And don’t forget.” The voice was irritatingly cheery.
“The annual summer solstice party tomorrow. Midsummer Day, 2476! Wear your green, and be there.” Then
blessed silence in her head.
She eyed the green streamers and stylized cut-outs of the
sun. Her nose wrinkled in distaste.
The man seated in the console chair swiveled around.
“Shona. On time as always. Thank you.”
“Sure, Fedder. You’re relieved.” Her gaze softened as she
looked at his round, smiling face. “Get some rest.”
He released his straps and rose gently from the seat.
“Had a quiet tour. You shouldn’t have any problems.” His
lips brushed her cheek as she floated near. “Wanna come
with me tomorrow night?”
“I’m not going.”
“What’s wrong?”
She kept her eyes glued to the readouts on the desk.
“Nothing. Just … It seems so futile.” She glanced at
his frowning face. I just ask myself why we keep up the
pretense.”
Fedder’s lips tightened. “What do you mean?”
“We exercise and stare at pics that aren’t real. Every year
we celebrate a season that doesn’t exist anymore.”
“To remind us. Because one day we’ll go back there.”
He gestured at the screen where a planet rotated slowly.
“Look at it, Fedder!” She scowled. “Really look. We
aren’t going back there.”
They both turned to stare at the image. The ball hung
against the blackness of space enveloped in a shit-brown
veil. Darker spots scudded across its face.
She sighed. “It used to be called the Big Blue Marble,
you know. It was beautiful.” Her gaze was riveted. “There
were white clouds then, and you could see the seas, and
vegetation. Not—”
She broke off as Fedder gasped. “Did you see that? Tell
me you saw it,” he whispered.
They pulled themselves closer to the console, their noses
almost touching the screen.
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“Yes! Right there!” Shona said, her finger a millimeter
from the spot.
A tiny break in the clouds showed a pinpoint, a tiny dot
of green. Then the brown shroud repaired itself.
“It was green, wasn’t it?” Fedder pleaded. “We really saw
it?”
She couldn’t rip her eyes from the screen, didn’t want to
break the spell.
Fedder’s fist thumped the back of the chair they were
holding. “We’re doing it. Those bacteria the robots are
seeding, they’re eating the toxins and farting oxygen. The
algae are starting to grow. And it didn’t take long, either.”
Shona turned to him, her excitement dying. “It took
over two hundred years. That’s long.”
“Yeah, but they thought it would take twice that. We’re
way ahead of schedule.” He looked back at the rotating
planet.
“It’ll take almost as long before the air down there is
even marginally breathable. And even longer for Earth to
be habitable. Too long.”
A soft smile lit up his brown eyes. “But it’s working,
Shona. We can see the evidence.”
“We can see the evidence. But we’ll never see the end.”
Tears stung her eyes. “We’ll never get to walk outside or see
open water or …”
He took her hand and squeezed it gently. “I know we
won’t. They will, though.” He pointed to another screen
where a metal sphere gleamed in the black.
Shona turned her head. The Ark. It held billions of
frozen fertilized eggs, human, animal, fish, insect. Every
species that scientists could find in time. And, of course,
plants. Billions of seeds. All kept at close to absolute zero
in the cold of space until the time came to put them in
gestation units and introduce them to Earth.
The realization burst on her. It would happen. It had to.
Fedder said, “We should tell Central. Report in.”
“Not just yet,” Shona said. “Let’s just savor the moment.
Start a tradition of our own.”
They floated side by side, hungrily searching the image
for another glimpse of green, a sign that life would return
to their ancestral home.
After a few minute’s silence, Fedder’s arm stole around
her. “The long cold is over. Winter is done.”
Shona laid her head on his shoulder. “Summer’s here,”
she murmured. 1
Molly Tabachnikov lives in Coconut Creek, FL.
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Celebrations!
Tom Bender of the Oxford FWA group got a nice plug in the
winter issue of the University of Illinois Alumni Association
magazine, “Illinois.” The magazine reported he’d received an
FWA award for his mystery novel, Cemetery Plot. The story
went on to say, “After serving as editor for The Daily Illini,
Bender went on to pursue a career in journalism, public
relations, teaching and editing.” Tom still edits as well as
writes. Three books edited by Tom have won FWA RPLA
awards.
Boston aristocrat Grant Abbot
Lonsdale III uncovers a moneylaundering scheme run by a vicious
Colombian drug cartel. While
he struggles to reconcile his New
England mindset with a rural
southern culture, Grant is haunted
by the mistake he made years before
when he yielded to parental pressure
and rejected Sarah Jankovic, his true
love from the slums of South Boston.
The Rivergrass Legacy weaves an
intricate tapestry of mystery and romance
that challenges Grant’s family values and changes his life and
Sarah’s. John Chaplick’s novel is available for purchase on
Amazon or through his website engagingbooksblog.com
Parker Francis (aka Vic DiGenti)
recently published the third in his
Quint Mitchell Mystery series.
Hurricane Island plunges Quint
into a deadly game of murder and
kidnapping during a visit to Cedar
Key. With time running out, Quint
and his ex-cop friend dig through
a series of baffling clues while
battling ghosts from the past and a
vicious drug dealer. Then there’s the
psychic in the purple evening gown.
Can things get any worse? They can and they do as
Hurricane Freda bears down on Florida’s Gulf Coast. This riproaring thriller “will blow you away.” amzn.to/1FizK9i
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Where we shine a spotlight
on our members & cheer their
accomplishments!

FWA member Audrey Frank recently published her latest
novella Love's Last Laugh on Amazon. Regina Osborn had lost
the love of her life to cancer. To escape painful memories, she
leaves New York and heads to Florida with her son.
Donna Reilly, Regina's best friend, decides to move south with
her. She was looking for fun in the sun. Little did she know
how her life would change. Trudy Walker suffered statuary
rape in her early teens. At twenty-four, she vowed never to
let a man hurt her again. For more information go to www.
audreyfrankauthor.com
Dallas Gorham’s third Carlos McCrary
novel, Quarterback Trap, has been released
on Amazon.com. Private investigator Chuck
McCrary's old friend, Bob Martinez, is
starting quarterback for the New York
Jets in the Super Bowl. One week before
the game, Martinez’s supermodel fiancée,
Graciela, disappears from the headquarters
hotel. Martinez hires Chuck to find her,
but won’t let Chuck involve the police.
Chuck discovers that both Graciela and
Martinez have dangerous secrets. Was
Graciela kidnapped, or did she run away?
Chuck’s search for Graciela takes him from a South Florida
ghetto to the private island mansions of billionaires and crime
moguls.
Tricia Pimental, an FWA member living
near Lisbon, has had two articles published
in the Spring 2015 issue of International
Women in Portugal’s quarterly, A Janela.
A poem, “I Was Married on a Crescent
Moon” was published last month in
the National League of American Pen
Women’s anthology, Poems of the Super
Moon. She looks forward to contact at
www.triciapimental.com and Tricialafille@
gmail.com.
As part of the South Florida Theatre League's Summer Reading
Series, Carol White’s full-length play, Text M for Murder,
will have a reading Monday, June 22nd at 7:30 PM. It will
take place at the Bailey Contemporary Arts, a brand new art
gallery and studio in Pompano Beach. Website: bacapompano.
org. Produced by Primal Forces Productions and directed by
Genie Croft. One of Carol’s short plays, A Perfect Stranger, is a
finalist in the Cashiers Playgroup in N.C. Visit Carol’s website:
carolwhitefiction.com.

Do you have a writing-related
accomplishment to celebrate
with us? Turn to page 2
of the magazine to learn
how to submit your item for
publication on these pages.
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Learn the truth about crime scene
investigations and write about it.

Be A Real CSI
For A Day!

See it, experience it, and be a part of it!
What does a crime scene really look like? An arson scene?
Sharon will walk you through bloodstain reconstruction and enhancement of blood
spatter. She also will talk about reconstructing a shooting scene. Plus, experience
Luminol in person. Now you can see for yourself what glows in the dark.
Proper, professional terminology is introduced through the day.
Sharon Plotkin has been doing crime scene investigations for almost
20 years for North Miami Police and is certified in the field. She
has a master’s degree in criminal justice from Florida International
University and has received 1,000 of hours of training in bloodstain
reconstruction, documenting and reconstruction of crime scenes,
photography, and fingerprinting. She belongs to several forensic
organizations, including the American Academy of Forensic
Science, Bloodstain Pattern Analysts, and International Association
for identification. She is also a full-time faculty member at Miami
Dade College and teaches law enforcement throughout the country
and instructing in crime scene investigations since 2003.

This full-day workshop takes place during the Florida Writers
Conference on Friday, October 16, 2015. Conference registration
and an additional $50 fee for a full-color, bound handout is required.
More information and registration on floridawriters.net.

